Card Revelations
Effect:
10 or more people select and remember cards from a deck. You fan the
cards in front of you and name all of their cards. Remember, this can be done
with more than ten, twenty if you like, thirty if you want to take it too far.
How:
Hold the deck in your left hand face down. Riffle your left thumb down the
front left corner of the deck the same as you would if you were doing the
riffle force. You are not going to force a card but the selection should look the
same because the rest of the cards will be riffle forced. After they say stop lift
up the top section of cards and show the face of the top half to the person.
As you do this you turn your head but you perform what I know as the
'Gamblers peek'

The Gamblers peek as we will use it:
As you show the face of the bottom card of the top half of the deck your
head turns away to the right. Your left hand with its packet comes up to your
breast. The packet is turned so that the front edge of the deck (the area you
riffled) points up towards your eyes. You now buckle the top card outwards
with your thumb so that you can see the value of the top card. This is very
easy to do and the cover of not looking at their card is perfect for getting the
peek.
Continue:
Now comes the only hard part and with practice it will come with ease. Place
the top packet back on the bottom packet only do not let go of your buckle.
You will find that you can grip the buckled card adding it to the top half of the
deck and get the necessary break beneath it to force it via a riffle force on the
next spectator.
Next time you do not need to get a peek but when you place the top half
back on the bottom half, buckle the new top card and add it to the top half of
the deck ready to force it. Continue with as many people as you wish.
When you are done forcing, you can give a false shuffle and cut if you would
like, it is not necessary. Have all the people stand. Face the cards towards
yourself and fan them out. Look for the card you peeked. The card to the left
of it is the first card selected. The peeked card is the second and all the other
cards will be in order after it.
To throw anyone one off even further you can point at different areas of the
deck miscalling cards for the cards forced. At some points you can remove a

card and act as if your not sure, ask for the value of the persons card, turn it
around to show it is correct.
For those that do not know how to riffle force I include the following for
completion:
Riffle force:

This is an old force and a little hard to describe on paper but I will try. Have
the force cards on the top of the deck, now cut the deck holding the deck in
the left hand and hold a pinkie break at the back corner of the deck. Instead
of a pinkie break you might find it easier to hold a break on the left rear part
of the deck with the fleshy part of your palm. (choose what works best for
you) Now you riffle down through the front left of the deck with our left
thumb asking the spectator to say stop any time. When they say stop you
appear to cut the deck at their selected card only you do not cut at the place
they said stop but you tilt the deck up and cut the deck with your right hand
where you are holding the break in the back section of the deck.
If you use a pinkie break you might find it beneficial to hold the left side of
the deck with the right hand as you riffle with your left thumb. This enables
you to hide the break in the back under the cover of the right hand.

This effect has it's roots in an Eddie Joseph effect titled "Psychic
Identification" published in his magazine "Swami." I lay no rights to
the method at all. I am only giving you my presentation. The
original is a wonderful impromptu effect performed in person. I
have adapted it to the telephone.
I call it:
The Telephone Bullet Catch
Call someone on the phone. Ask him to take out five of his business
cards. He is to turn them blank side up and place them in a
horizontal row. He is then asked to draw a sketch of a bullet on any
one of the cards. Allow him to exchange the bullet card with any
other card in the row. He has a completely free choice.

"We have started out by giving you a completely free selection as to
which position the bullet card is in. Only you, and you alone know
how far from the left side of the row the bullet card is. This is your
lucky number and you are to remember it."
My lucky number is two," you continue, "Listen carefully before you
do what I ask, I want you to move two cards from the left side of

the row, one at a time, starting with the leftmost card, to the right
side of the row."
Now we will use your lucky number. Again, move cards one at a
time from the left side of the row to the right end of the row, moving
only as many as in your lucky number."
Now you have to agree, despite the fact that we used my lucky
number, there is no way I can now know where the bullet card is
since there is no way I could know what your lucky number is"
Please pick up the card on the far right of the row and hold it in your
right hand between your index and middle finger. Hold your left
hand below it."
You act as if you are concentrating for a bit. Hem and haw. "That is
not the bullet card! That is a blank. Fire it across the room."
Now pick up the card on the far left of the row. Again hold it in the
right index finger and middle finger, and you left hand below the
card." Again you concentrate and again you say; "That also is not
the bullet, that is a blank, fire it across the room as well!"
You repeat the same with the next card on the far left. And that is
also thrown across the room.

"You are left with two cards. Hopefully at this time one is a blank
card and one a bullet. Pick up the card on the left. Hold it between
your index finger an middle finger." You concentrate and exclaim
loudly, "let if fall into your left hand!!! You have just caught the
bullet!!!" Sure enough it is the bullet card.
The effect is self working. If you follow the above the card will
always be the center card. The reason is that when you have him
move the number of cards as the original position he chose, he
transfers his card to the end of the row. By having him move two
more cards, the bullet cards ends up in the center position. By
transferring the two cards first, you hide the method.
Sometimes instead of the above presentation I will him them pick
up cards one at a time and hold them. I tell him to always answer
"No" to my question of "Is that the marked card." I then act as if I
am using psychology over the phone to figure when he is lying to
me.
In thoughts
Banachek

Lucky Number
This routine came to me about four o'clock in the morning one night. The
time that most good ideas come to me. I was pondering the reason an old
effect worked. The one where you have someone secretly pick a number on a
watch and you start to tap the watch and each time you tap they add one to
their number and they stop you when their total reaches twenty. When you
stop, you are at their number. The secret was to count counter clockwise and

start at the seven. While doing so I stumbled upon the fact that if a person
thought of a number and if you started at the twelve and counted in an anticlockwise direction and each time you tapped a number they added one to
the number they selected until you hit their number.. When you were done
they would have a total of thirteen no matter what number they chose. From
this came the following effect:
"Each month has a value." The mentalist begins. "January is one, February is
two up to December which is twelve. I want you to think of the value of the
month that you were born in. Just think if it and while you do that I am going
to write a prediction."
The mentalist writes out his prediction, folds it and places it in the spectators
pocket.
"Now sir, I am going to name months, each time I do I am going to say out
loud 'add one', this will mean to add one to the value of your month. When I
name your month please tell me to stop."
The mentalist proceeds to do just what he said "December, add one!
November, add one! October, add one."
Let's say the spectator stopped him on October. The value of October is 10.
At this point the spectator has added three to his number. His total is 13.
"That's great," exclaims the mentalist, "although unlucky for most, the
number thirteen means happiness, fame and fortune for those born in
October. Please open the prediction."
The spectator does so and reads 'Although unlucky for most, the number
thirteen is lucky for those special few.'
METHOD:
The method is quite simple. So long as you start at December and name the
months backwards adding one each time plus one on their month, the
spectators 'lucky' number will always be thirteen. The reason is simple. There
are twelve months in a year. By counting backwards all that you are doing is
having them add the rest of the months of the year which is twelve, plus one
more on their month to bring the total to thirteen.
NOTES:
If you follow the routine as outlined and word the predictions as it is, the
spectator will 'remember,' that not only did you know in advance his lucky
number but you also knew his birth date. Please do not reveal in advance that
you are going to find out his 'lucky number' as you will send out signals to the
spectator to listen carefully and learn the procedure so he can figure out

other people's lucky numbers. What he will then figure out is the method.
Reveal the number as his lucky number only after he arrives at the total.
Mail mentalism:
This can be done by mailing the prediction with a letter telling the person you
want to hire you not to open the smaller prediction inside but that you will be
calling them or if they can't wait they can call you. Place the prediction in a
smaller envelope, seal and write 'DO NOT OPEN' upon it. Proceed as in the
effect.
Watch routine:
When performing for someone you already know have them remove their
watch and think of any number on the dial. Hand them the prediction. Tell
them you are going to touch numbers on the dial they are to add one each
time to their secret number. When you reach their number they are to call out
stop. Tell them they now have a lucky number and ask what it is. Have them
open the prediction.
Six cards are sent to a friend. Your friend mixes the cards face down and
deals them in a row left to right. He is instructed to turn one card face up and
study it. "Remember everything about the card, especially the name of the

song on the card. Once you have done that, turn the card face down again."

instructs the Mentalist.

"Now when I tell you to start, I want you to turn each card over one at a
time, starting left to right, naming the song on each card until you have
completed all six cards. Ready? Start?"
The friend turns each card over. You now play the song he is thinking, using
your touch tone phone.

How?
Simple again. Listen for a short pause before the card is named and a long
pause after. This is due to the fact that he has to turn the other cards over
completely before he can name them, that is all except the card he studied,
which he will start to name as he is turning over the card. There will be a
longer pause afterwards, as he is finished naming the card early and now has
nothing to say until he has completely turned over the next card. If you hear
no short pause, it is probably the first card. If you hear no long pause, it is
probably the last card. You could add more cards but I would not go any
higher than six or seven cards.
The idea of the pauses was first published under the name of 'The Seventh
Card' by

How to play the song. You can play songs for people over the phone with a
touch tone phone by pressing different numbers. Practice with someone on
the line or you may find you have an unexpected telephone bill with calls on it
to Timbuktu.
The correct buttons to push to play each song are below.
---------------------------------------------------------------Happy Birthday to you, happy birthday to you!
44 24 # 8 11 21 9 8
--------------------------------------------------California here I come, right back where I started from!
8 8 8 8 9 8 1 3 3 3 3 63 4
---------------------------------------------------Here comes the bride, all dressed in white!
13331966
----------------------------------------------------Row, Row, Row, your boat, gently down the stream,
444866269#
merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily, life is but a dream!
### 000 *** 444 6 2 2 1 1
-----------------------------------------------------Should Auld Acquaintance be forgot,
8 4 446 8 48
in days of old Lang Syne.
91439#
-------------------------------------------------Mary, had a little lamb, little lamb, little lamb

60 4 0 66 6 22 2 66 6
Mary had a little lamb , its fleece was white as snow.
60 4 0 66 6 6 8 8 6 8 4

